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Memberships and Dues

Dues to join the league are $60 per team, or $30 per player.

100% of the league dues will be redistributed towards league prizes along with a prize pool
match by the Overland Park Golf Division.

These dues DO NOT include your weekly green fee and cart.

Membership of the league is open to any skill level player of any age and gender. Members of
the league are not required to have a Patron Card; however, it is to your benefit to have one.

The pricing structure for the league is presented here:

Non-Patron
Green Fee
(9-Holes)

Patron
Green Fee
(9-Holes)

Senior Patron
Green Fee
(9-Holes)

Cart Fees
(9-Holes)

Patron
Savings

$23.00 $18.00 $17.00 $9.00 $5/$6
*Pricing subject to change*

The cost for the Patron Card is presented here:

Adults
(18-59 years

old)

Seniors
(60+)

$45.00 $35.00

The Patron Card is good through December 31st each year, so the earlier you purchase your card,
the more savings you will attain!

The Patron Card savings are not limited to your league play, and provide numerous other
benefits including:

● 7-Day Advance Tee Time Booking Ability
● Green Fee Discounts: $5-$8 off prime tee times every day!
● Valid at both Sykes/Lady Overland Park and St. Andrews Golf Course
● $1 Off All Driving Range Buckets
● 10% Off All Golf Shop Merchandise
● $10 Off USGA Handicap

Each team MUST play at least 75% of the season (not including Playoffs) in order to keep your
spot in the league for the following year. That means you have to play 15 out of the 20 regular
season weeks to stay in the league.
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League Size and Day/Time Offerings

We offer four days of play for the 2-Person League. Tee times will range between 4:00-4:30pm
depending on the day you choose. League will begin the week of March 11th and go through
October 3rd. There will be no play on May 27th (Memorial Day), July 1st-4th, or September 2nd
(Labor Day).

Monday Afternoon:

● Limited to the first 18 teams that sign up.
● Tee Times assigned to each match include 4:03pm, 4:12pm and 4:21pm.
● Each week you will rotate to a different course OR play a different team than the one you

played the week before. We will utilize the South, North and West Courses.
● The month of March will be used for kicking off the season and a chance to establish

quotas. You must play each course at least once for it to count towards establishing your
quota. The regular season will be defined into two halves, with each half lasting 10
weeks.

● The playoffs will begin on September 9th and will run through October 7th. All teams will
make the playoffs and compete each week!

● Payout information, schedules, and rules are located on the following pages.

Tuesday Afternoon:

● Limited to the first 18 teams that sign up.
● Tee Times assigned to each match include 4:21pm, 4:30pm and 4:39pm.
● Each week you will rotate to a different course OR play a different team than the one you

played the week before. We will utilize the South, North and West Courses.
● The month of March will be used for kicking off the season and a chance to establish

quotas. You must play each course at least once for it to count towards establishing your
quota. The regular season will be defined into two halves, with each half lasting 10
weeks.

● The playoffs will begin on September 3rd and will run through October 1st. All teams will
make the playoffs and compete each week!

● Payout information, schedules, and rules are located on the following pages.
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Wednesday Afternoon:

● Limited to the first 18 teams that sign up.
● Tee Times assigned to each match include 4:03pm, 4:12pm and 4:21pm.
● Each week you will rotate to a different course OR play a different team than the one you

played the week before. We will utilize the South, North and West Courses.
● The month of March will be used for kicking off the season and a chance to establish

quotas. You must play each course at least once for it to count towards establishing your
quota. The regular season will be defined into two halves, with each half lasting 10
weeks.

● The playoffs will begin on September 4th and will run through October 2nd. All teams will
make the playoffs and compete each week!

● Payout information, schedules, and rules are located on the following pages.

Thursday Afternoon:

● Limited to the first 18 teams that sign up.
● Tee Times assigned to each match include 4:03pm, 4:12pm and 4:21pm.
● Each week you will rotate to a different course than the one you played the week before.

We will utilize the South, North and West Courses.
● The month of March will be used for kicking off the season and a chance to establish

quotas. You must play each course at least once for it to count towards establishing your
quota. The regular season will be defined into two halves, with each half lasting 10
weeks.

● The playoffs will begin on September 5th and will run through October 3rd. All teams will
make the playoffs and compete each week!

● Payout information, schedules, and rules are located on the following pages.

Tees
We recommend that each player play the tees that will provide them the chance to be the most
competitive on a week-to-week basis. You must play the same tees you choose to play on the
first week of league competition the entire season.
Here are the course recommendations based on a players’ driving distance:

● Black Tees – 260 yards and above
● Blue Tees – 225 yards to 259 yards
● White Tees – 200 yards to 224 yards
● Gold Tees – 175 yards to 199 yards
● Red Tees – 125 yards to 174 yards
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Quota System
The quota system will allow us to ensure a level playing field each week. Each team will play
during the month of March to get warmed up - new teams will use these scores to establish their
quotas, returning teams will start with an average of their quotas from the previous season. If a
new team does not play during the 3 weeks of March, each player will be assigned a quota of 18
for the first week of competitive play. When turning in scorecards to establish quotas, please
mark down actual scores, not quota points.

During the season, instead of strokes, players will mark down scores based on the table below:

Bogey 1 Point
Par 2 Points

Birdie 3 Points
Eagle 4 Points

Double Eagle/Hole in One 5 Points

After the round has completed, the players will add up their points and then post how many
over/under (+/-) the player is from their starting quota. Then the team will have an overall
over/under of those totals added together. The team that has the most points over their total
quotas will win the match.

Each player’s quota will then be adjusted for next week’s play based on the information below:

These adjustments will allow for a more accurate quota representation and more competitive
9-hole league, distinct from other 18-hole leagues.

If you shoot -2 or lower: Quota lowers by 1 for the next week
If you shoot -1, E, or +1: Same quota for the next week

If you shoot +2 or +3: Quota rises by 1 for the next week
If you shoot +4 or +5: Quota rises by 2 for the next week
If you shoot +6 or +7: Quota rises by 3 for the next week
If you shoot +8 or +9: Quota rises by 4 for the next week

If you shoot +10 or higher: Quota rises by 5 for the next week
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League Results

The league standings will be based on +/- quota totals and total win/loss record. After each
10-week half, the top 5 teams in the standings will be awarded credit book winnings to their
individual member account to be used for almost anything in the golf operation (green fees,
merchandise, snack bar, etc.).

The main goal for each team is to first win the match they are playing, followed by getting as
many points over their combined team quota as possible. The standings will be sorted out by
win/loss record and the tiebreaker will be determined by the team that is most over their
cumulative quota over the entire 10-weeks.

At the end of each match, the team with the highest number of points over their quotas will win.
Here is an example of how a scorecard might look at the end of the match:

Hole # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Totals +/-
Par 5 3 4 4 3 5 4 3 4 35

Player 1(12) 2 2 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 16 +4
Player 2 (14) 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 10 -4

Team Quota (26) E
Player 3 (10) 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 12 +2
Player 4 (15) 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 12 -3

Team Quota (25) -1

Player 1 and 2 would win the match by getting their quota exactly on the mark, while Player 3
and 4 fell 1 point short of the tie, and 2 points short of the outright win.

In the event of a tie, players' quotas will still change week to week based on their individual
scores, but the team will receive a tie in the standings.
In the event of a no-show/cancellation, the team that failed to play will receive a loss and their
personal quotas will have two points added for next week’s play. The team scheduled to play
against them must play in order to receive the win and the cumulative team quota will be
adjusted like normal.

All four player signatures are required. Any disputes or discrepancies about scoring must be
resolved prior to signing and turning in the scorecard - if you have any questions or concerns
please contact the duty pro for help. Once scorecards are turned in, there will be NO
CHANGES to any scores.
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Monday Schedule
4/1 4/8 4/15 4/22 4/29 5/6 5/13 5/20 6/3 6/10

South
(4:03pm) D/C I/H C/B D/H O/Q B/F G/H L/M B/I J/P

South
(4:12pm) F/E O/N A/J F/G N/P A/D P/Q K/N A/G L/R

South
(4:21pm) Q/R G/M K/L E/I M/R C/E R/I J/O C/H K/Q

North
(4:03pm) A/M F/L N/P A/B F/I K/O A/E H/Q E/O A/H

North
(4:12pm) P/O E/K M/Q C/L E/H J/M C/F P/R D/N C/I

North
(4:21pm) B/N D/J O/R K/J D/G L/N B/D G/I F/M B/G

West
(4:03pm)

G/J C/B E/G M/P J/L H/R J/N C/D K/R D/E

West
(4:12pm)

I/L R/P D/I O/R B/K G/P L/O B/E J/Q O/F

West
(4:21pm)

H/K A/Q F/H N/Q A/C I/Q K/M A/F L/P M/N

6/17 6/24 7/8 7/15 7/22 7/29 8/5 8/12 8/19 8/26

South
(4:03pm) O/M I/K E/P I/M A/M E/J I/P A/P E/M I/J

South
(4:12pm) E/N C/Q D/Q H/N C/K D/K H/Q C/N D/I H/K

South
(4:21pm) D/F B/R F/O G/O B/L F/R G/R B/O F/L G/L

North
(4:03pm) L/Q G/M B/J F/P G/P B/M F/J G/J B/P F/M

North
(4:12pm) K/P A/J A/K E/Q I/N A/N E/K I/Q A/Q E/N

North
(4:21pm) J/R H/L C/R D/R H/O C/L D/L H/R C/O D/O

West
(4:03pm)

C/G D/P H/M C/J D/J H/P C/M D/M H/J C/P

West
(4:12pm)

B/H F/N G/N B/K F/Q G/Q B/N F/K G/K B/Q

West
(4:21pm)

A/I E/O I/L A/L E/R I/O A/O E/L N/R A/R
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Tuesday Schedule
4/2 4/9 4/16 4/23 4/30 5/7 5/14 5/21 5/28 6/4

South
(4:21pm) D/C I/H C/B D/H O/Q B/F G/H L/M B/I J/P

South
(4:30pm) F/E O/N A/J F/G N/P A/D P/Q K/N A/G L/R

South
(4:39pm) Q/R G/M K/L E/I M/R C/E R/I J/O C/H K/Q

North
(4:21pm) A/M F/L N/P A/B F/I K/O A/E H/Q E/O A/H

North
(4:30pm) P/O E/K M/Q C/L E/H J/M C/F P/R D/N C/I

North
(4:39pm) B/N D/J O/R K/J D/G L/N B/D G/I F/M B/G

West
(4:21pm)

G/J C/B E/G M/P J/L H/R J/N C/D K/R D/E

West
(4:30pm)

I/L R/P D/I O/R B/K G/P L/O B/E J/Q O/F

West
(4:39pm)

H/K A/Q F/H N/Q A/C I/Q K/M A/F L/P M/N

6/11 6/18 6/25 7/9 7/16 7/23 7/30 8/6 8/13 8/20

South
(4:21pm) O/M I/K E/P I/M A/M E/J I/P A/P E/M I/J

South
(4:30pm) E/N C/Q D/Q H/N C/K D/K H/Q C/N D/I H/K

South
(4:39pm) D/F B/R F/O G/O B/L F/R G/R B/O F/L G/L

North
(4:21pm) L/Q G/M B/J F/P G/P B/M F/J G/J B/P F/M

North
(4:30pm) K/P A/J A/K E/Q I/N A/N E/K I/Q A/Q E/N

North
(4:39pm) J/R H/L C/R D/R H/O C/L D/L H/R C/O D/O

West
(4:21pm)

C/G D/P H/M C/J D/J H/P C/M D/M H/J C/P

West
(4:30pm)

B/H F/N G/N B/K F/Q G/Q B/N F/K G/K B/Q

West
(4:39pm)

A/I E/O I/L A/L E/R I/O A/O E/L N/R A/R
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Wednesday Schedule
4/3 4/10 4/17 4/24 5/1 5/8 5/15 5/22 5/29 6/5

South
(4:03pm) D/C I/H C/B D/H O/Q B/F G/H L/M B/I J/P

South
(4:12pm) F/E O/N A/J F/G N/P A/D P/Q K/N A/G L/R

South
(4:21pm) Q/R G/M K/L E/I M/R C/E R/I J/O C/H K/Q

North
(4:03pm) A/M F/L N/P A/B F/I K/O A/E H/Q E/O A/H

North
(4:12pm) P/O E/K M/Q C/L E/H J/M C/F P/R D/N C/I

North
(4:21pm) B/N D/J O/R K/J D/G L/N B/D G/I F/M B/G

West
(4:03pm)

G/J C/B E/G M/P J/L H/R J/N C/D K/R D/E

West
(4:12pm)

I/L R/P D/I O/R B/K G/P L/O B/E J/Q O/F

West
(4:21pm)

H/K A/Q F/H N/Q A/C I/Q K/M A/F L/P M/N

6/12 6/19 6/26 7/10 7/17 7/24 7/31 8/7 8/14 8/21

South
(4:03pm) O/M I/K E/P I/M A/M E/J I/P A/P E/M I/J

South
(4:12pm) E/N C/Q D/Q H/N C/K D/K H/Q C/N D/I H/K

South
(4:21pm) D/F B/R F/O G/O B/L F/R G/R B/O F/L G/L

North
(4:03pm) L/Q G/M B/J F/P G/P B/M F/J G/J B/P F/M

North
(4:12pm) K/P A/J A/K E/Q I/N A/N E/K I/Q A/Q E/N

North
(4:21pm) J/R H/L C/R D/R H/O C/L D/L H/R C/O D/O

West
(4:03pm)

C/G D/P H/M C/J D/J H/P C/M D/M H/J C/P

West
(4:12pm)

B/H F/N G/N B/K F/Q G/Q B/N F/K G/K B/Q

West
(4:21pm)

A/I E/O I/L A/L E/R I/O A/O E/L N/R A/R
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Thursday Schedule
4/4 4/11 4/18 4/25 5/2 5/9 5/16 5/23 5/30 6/6

South
(4:03pm) D/C I/H C/B D/H O/Q B/F G/H L/M B/I J/P

South
(4:12pm) F/E O/N A/J F/G N/P A/D P/Q K/N A/G L/R

South
(4:21pm) Q/R G/M K/L E/I M/R C/E R/I J/O C/H K/Q

North
(4:03pm) A/M F/L N/P A/B F/I K/O A/E H/Q E/O A/H

North
(4:12pm) P/O E/K M/Q C/L E/H J/M C/F P/R D/N C/I

North
(4:21pm) B/N D/J O/R K/J D/G L/N B/D G/I F/M B/G

West
(4:03pm)

G/J C/B E/G M/P J/L H/R J/N C/D K/R D/E

West
(4:12pm)

I/L R/P D/I O/R B/K G/P L/O B/E J/Q O/F

West
(4:21pm)

H/K A/Q F/H N/Q A/C I/Q K/M A/F L/P M/N

6/13 6/20 6/27 7/11 7/18 7/25 8/1 8/8 8/15 8/22

South
(4:03pm) O/M I/K E/P I/M A/M E/J I/P A/P E/M I/J

South
(4:12pm) E/N C/Q D/Q H/N C/K D/K H/Q C/N D/I H/K

South
(4:21pm) D/F B/R F/O G/O B/L F/R G/R B/O F/L G/L

North
(4:03pm) L/Q G/M B/J F/P G/P B/M F/J G/J B/P F/M

North
(4:12pm) K/P A/J A/K E/Q I/N A/N E/K I/Q A/Q E/N

North
(4:21pm) J/R H/L C/R D/R H/O C/L D/L H/R C/O D/O

West
(4:03pm)

C/G D/P H/M C/J D/J H/P C/M D/M H/J C/P

West
(4:12pm)

B/H F/N G/N B/K F/Q G/Q B/N F/K G/K B/Q

West
(4:21pm)

A/I E/O I/L A/L E/R I/O A/O E/L N/R A/R
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Pace of Play
Sykes/Lady Overland Park Golf Club promotes a comfortable and fair pace of play that lets all of
our players fully enjoy their round of golf. An average 9-hole pace will consist of playing the
round in 2 hours and 10 minutes, or preferably less. Please be aware of your pace and always
keep up with the group ahead of you. Ready golf rules should always be observed.

In the event of slow play or any other occurrences that need to be addressed, please call the golf
shop immediately (913-890-1600) and ask to speak to the Duty Golf Professional. We want to
make sure that you are completely satisfied with your round after completion and we will handle
the situation as soon as possible. Please, do not take matters into your own hands as this could
make the situation worse!

League Rules

A) Each team will play the other teams in the league at least once. The weekly results and
standings will be emailed out each Saturday at 12:00 noon.

B) Each player will play their own ball until the ball is holed out. All USGA rules under the
Match Play section will apply. Each player will be responsible for putting everything out up to a
double bogey, as defined in Rule I. Putts may NOT be conceded no matter what length, if putting
for any points.

C) Teams may also play the ball up on the course in all areas except for penalty areas. The
players must keep the ball within a scorecard length of its original position, no closer to the hole,
and in the same cut (i.e. if your ball is in the rough, you can't move it a scorecard length into the
fairway, it must stay in the rough or same cut of grass). If a player moves the ball up in a penalty
area it will be a one-stroke penalty. 

D) Each match is team against team. The goal is to get as many points over your quota as
possible, and to have that total exceed the team you are playing against.

E) There will be no playoffs through the 20-week season. Matches that tie will be recorded as a
tie. There will be no ties during playoffs - if there is one, the +/- cumulative quota points earned
or lost by each team will determine their placement for that week.

F) If a team fails to play one week, or does not show, they will receive a loss in the match. Their
cumulative team quota will drop 4 points, and their personal quotas will raise 2 points for the
following week for each player. The team scheduled to play that team will win the match
outright, but the team MUST play and submit a completed scorecard to receive the win. If you
score above your quota, it will raise according to the scoring system, if you score below your
quota, it will not drop. If neither team shows up, it will be counted as a tie in the standings - both
cumulative quotas will drop 4 points and each personal quota will raise 2 points for the next
week.
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G) If one player on a team fails to play one week, the player that does show will assume their
teammate’s quota points along with their own. For example: if player 1 has a quota of 9, player 2
has a quota of 8, and player 1 does not show up, player 2 will have to play with a quota of 17.

H) In the event of inclement weather, the golf professionals will decide if the league will be able
to play or not - if not, all matches will be counted as a tie in the standings with no change to
quotas. If you wish to stay and continue your round, you may play on with no effect to your
quotas in the league.

I) The highest score a team can receive on a hole is a bogey. The hole will end after a double
bogey score is attained, and the player should pick up their ball regardless of location and mark
down a hole score of 0 for their point total.

J) In order for a team to qualify for the winnings at the end of each half and for the playoffs, they
must play a total of 8 out of the 10 weeks. Those failing to meet this requirement will not be
eligible for any winnings during those halves.

K) All players must take a free drop (no closer to the hole) from the bunkers until all bunkers
have been rehabilitated, per course. If your ball is in a bunker, you can take a drop along the line
of entry OR at the nearest point of relief, as long as you are not advancing it towards the hole.

L) All rulings and disputes will be handled by the duty professional. Please call the Pro Shop at
(913)-890-1600 and ask to speak to the duty pro to handle all disputes.

M) Lastly, and most importantly HAVE FUN! While having a competitive side to this league, it’s
mostly for enjoyment! Have a drink and food after the matches with all members and relax!

Subs
Substitutes will be allowed. In order for a sub to play, they need to get their full name and scores
to the golf professional by NOON on the day of play. An approved sub will be considered
someone who played in the league in the previous year and they will use their previous quota.
For any first time subs, they will play their first match with “no quota” and no changes to
personal or team points and their score will then be used for their quota going forward.

If your sub does not show up, it will count against you as an automatic -4 points towards your
cumulative team quota as well as +2 points towards your personal quota.

In the case of an emergency, please consider having someone on-call for last minute
substitutions. In the event of a necessary extended leave of absence, you will be allowed to have
a semi-permanent sub to play during that time.

Substitutions for other teams on different days will also be allowed. If you play as a sub on a
day that is different from normal play day, your quota will NOT be adjusted for your regular day
of play.
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Playoffs
Each team that is signed up for the league will automatically qualify for the 5-week playoff that
begins after the 20-week regular season ends. All days will be combined for playoffs and then

divided into three flights of 24 teams at the completion of playoffs.

The standings will be sent out as normal to all teams so you know where you stand each week.

The goal in the playoffs is simple: the win/loss record no longer counts; the goal is to get as
many points over your team quota each week. The teams with the most cumulative +/- points at

the end of the 5 weeks will win!

The fun twist to the playoffs is during these 5 weeks, you will play 5 different golf courses! We
will utilize the South, North and West courses at Sykes/Lady Overland Park, and we add the

front and back nines at St. Andrews Golf Club (135th and Nieman).

We will pay out the top 8 places in each flight. In order to qualify for the prize money each team
must play all 5 weeks.

Prize payouts will be added to each person’s account after play is complete, and the results are
finalized.

Subs for the playoffs will be allowed for one week only for each player. Both team members
must otherwise play a minimum of 3 weeks together to qualify for the overall prize. Rules G and

H will also still apply for the playoffs.

Teams will play on their normal play days, and pairings will be made based on standings in a
round robin order as shown below.
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Playoff Schedule

T W Th M T W Th M T W Th M T W Th M T W Th M
9/3,9/4,9/5,9/9 9/10,9/11,9/12,9/16 9/17,9/18,9/19,9/23 9/24,9/25,9/26,9/30 10/1,10/2,10/3,10/7

Week 1 Match Week 2 Match Week 3 Match Week 4 Match Week 5 Match

West
(4:03 pm) 1 v 5

SA Front
(4:03 pm) 1 v 10

SA Back
(4:03 pm) 1 v 15

South
(4:03 pm) 1 v 18

North
(4:03 pm) 1 v 2

West
(4:12 pm) 2 v 6

SA Front
(4:12 pm) 2 v 11

SA Back
(4:12 pm) 2 v 16

South
(4:12 pm) 2 v 17

North
(4:12 pm) 3 v 4

West
(4:21 pm) 3 v 7

SA Front
(4:21 pm) 3 v 12

SA Back
(4:21 pm) 3 v 17

South
(4:21 pm) 3 v 16

North
(4:21 pm) 5 v 6

West
(4:30 pm) 4 v 8

SA Front
(4:30 pm) 4 v 13

SA Back
(4:30 pm) 4 v 18

South
(4:30 pm) 4 v 15

North
(4:30 pm) 7 v 8

West
(4:39 pm) 9 v 18

SA Front
(4:39 pm) 5 v 14

SA Back
(4:39 pm) 5 v 10

South
(4:39 pm) 5 v 14

North
(4:39 pm) 9 v 10

West
(4:48 pm) 10 v 17

SA Front
(4:48 pm) 6 v 15

SA Back
(4:48 pm) 6 v 11

South
(4:48 pm) 6 v 13

North
(4:48 pm) 11 v 12

West
(4:57 pm) 11 v 16

SA Front
(4:57 pm) 7 v 16

SA Back
(4:57 pm) 7 v 12

South
(4:57 pm) 7 v 12

North
(4:57 pm) 13 v 14

West
(5:06 pm) 12 v 15

SA Front
(5:06 pm) 8 v 17

SA Back
(5:06 pm) 8 v 13

South
(5:06 pm) 8 v 11

North
(5:06 pm) 15 v 16

West
(5:15 pm) 13 v 14

SA Front
(5:15 pm) 9 v 18

SA Back
(5:15 pm) 9 v 14

South
(5:15 pm) 9 v 10

North
(5:15 pm) 17 v 18
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Prize Payout
100% of the dues money will be returned in prizes based on place in the first half and second
half for each play date, and finally in the Playoffs. The total dues money plus the prize pool

contribution provided by the Overland Park Golf Division will be split in three parts and paid out
for each day. The first and second parts will be divided out and paid to the winners of each half,
per day. The third part will be combined for all days, and paid out to the overall winners of each

flight of the playoffs.

The breakdown will look like this for all days of play:

1st half (1/3 of Total Dues Money):

1st 30%
2nd 25%
3rd 20%
4th 15%
5th 10%

2nd half (1/3 of Total Dues Money):

1st 30%
2nd 25%
3rd 20%
4th 15%
5th 10%

Playoff Payout per Flight (1/3 of Total Dues Money):

1st 25%
2nd 20%
3rd 15%
4th 10%
5th 9%
6th 8%
7th 7%
8th 6%
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